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We report the first definite observations of the magnetic field dependence of central- cell corrections in shallow donors. Exploiting the extreme resolution
inherent in mag- netospectroscopy employing infrared gas laser sources, we have observed previously unresolved transitions arising from
four distinct “hydrogenic” donor species occurring in high-purity epitaxial GaAs. We show that the species-dependent differences in transi- tion
energies are directly proportional to the probability of finding an electron at the donor site to which it is loosely bound. This probability increases
with increasing mag- netic field because of magnetic squeezing of the wave function of the bound electron.

Thus splittings offer a unique opportunity for in- vestigating perturbations
on the simple hydrogen- ic-donor impurity model.
The most direct evidence for our claim that the hfs arises
from small variations in the 1s-2p transition energies for
different donor species® present in our samples comes from
the observa- tion that the hyperfine peaks change in relative
intensity but not in energy from sample to sam- ple. Study
of the hyperfine separations in differ- ent optical transitions
shows that these spacings are attributable to differences
among donor ground-state energies. Analysis of the
field de- pendence of the hyperfine separations indicates that
the perturbations giving rise to the observed relative shifts
in the ground-state energy are (1) of short range compared
to the hydrogenic Bohr radius ¢, and are (2) centered
either at or very near to the donor site, The observed
be- havior with magnetic field of the hyperfine sepa-
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rations must therefore be understood as reflect- ing the field GaAs illuminated with 118.6- um laser radiation. The 1s to 2p
(M = +1) transition appears in both transmission [ Fig. 1(a)]
dependence of differences of central- cell corrections in
shallow donors. This is a new experimental effect, although and in photoconductivity |Fig. 1(c)]” and was identified
on the basis of pre- vious work.' It is evident from
the quantitative theoretical explanation proposed here
Fig. 1(b) (and Fig. 2) that the “hydrogenic” transitions have
has already been roughly sketched out.® Experiment.
a hyperfine structure and that the transitions as- sociated
—Samples with leads attached were placed in the
with the shallow donors are extremely narrow (0.08
center of a 100-kG superconducting solenoid, immersed
to 0,18 em ™! half-width at half-max- imum-—perhaps
in liquid He, and illuminated by laser radiation emerging
the sharpest shallow-donor lines yet reported
from a tubular, brass light pipe. A magnetically shielded
in a semiconductor). Figure 1(b) illustrates the clarity
GaAs extrinsic photodetector positioned below the
with which the closely spaced donor lines can be resolved
sole- noid permitted observations of sample transmis- sion
using deriva- tive techniques. Donor photoconductivity
simultaneously with the photoconductivity measurements.
spectra for the 1s-2p (M = +1) transition for
Precision magnetic field deter- minations were
two different samples are shown in Fig. 2. Notice that the
made using a small NMR coil containing 'H, 27Al, or F
two traces differ only in the relative intensities of the hyperfine
in close proximity to the sample. Modulation coils required
structure. We attribute this difference to varia- tions
for the NMR device also allowed derivative spectra
of the impurity transitions to be obtained. The com- bination from sample to sample of the relative con- centrations
of derivative spectroscopy and NMR per- mitted determinationof the donor species present. Using various laser
lines and different Zeeman components of the 2p final
of fields for either relative minima in transmisson
states of the donor transition, we have observed spectra
or relative maxima in photoconductivity to +0.015
similar to Fig. 1(b) for a wide range of magnetic fields.
kG (for the strongest peaks) in the range 12.9 to 66.9
kG. For all tran- sitions investigated no differences in transitionMeasured values of the field separations AH 4. corresponding
to hyperfine energy splittings be- tween peaks
fields were found between data taken in photoconductivity and transmission. Figure 1 shows the experimental A and C in sample 2 offered the best quantitative data
and are tabulated in Table I. (AH .p/AH ;4 =% for all transitions
traces of do- nor spectra as functions of magnetic
studied. AHj
field for
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Table I. Experimental and theoretical values used to study central-cell corrections in GaAs donors. K, =10*K,./V2
where K, is defined in the text (see also Ref. 10).
M of final state

Laser line (em™) (4m)

Field

QHc 4 kG) (em™")

Kyc/may’ (Ry)?

D¢
(%)

1

51.36

195

13.69

0.73

146 = 4

0.01

14 683
N 79
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— - - —_— - 4 &1
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146 + 4

‘51 ‘26
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10K
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78.4

-{) D04
N0 NR
N 21
N 92A
-(.18

1
0
0
1

WeNN

1.0

141 44+ 1 K
1471 941 &
148 £ 5

4Note that this is the Rydberg in GaAs, 5.8407 meV.
independent of which of the hydrogenic excited states is reached
in the optical transition., This is true because only odd-parity
Theo>y.—8ince our data suggest that all four central-cell corrections
states are reached optically from the ground state
are very small com- pared to ® (R=47 cm ™ in GaAs),
it is natural tc attempt to calculate these corrections in lowest and odd-parity states, vanishing at the donor site, have
order perturbation theory. To understand the field dependence no cen- tral-cell correction of their own in our model, Parabolic-band
ground-state wave functions of Ref. 5, variationally
of weak central-cell corrections, we assume that the
forces acting on a donor elec- tron can be derived from a scalar optimized at each field of interest, were employed
in computing |¢,(0) P. Estimated computational uncertainty
potential® which we write as the sum —e?/€» +v,(F), where
v,;(T) denotes the central-cell correction poten- tial appropriate is ~1% for the three lowest fields in Table I and 0.5
for the donor of species j. Al- though the general effective-mass % for the others,
wave function Y em18 quite complicated, we can
write ¢ ., = ¢,(T)u,(T) for the donor ground state in GaAs, where Resulls, —In order to test our model for the field dependence
#,(T) is the spin-up or spin-down conduc- tion-band-edge
of the central-cell corrections, we must convert our
Bloch function and ¢,(¥) is the normalized, slowly
measurements of field sep- arations to energy increments
varying envelope function ap- propriate to the parabolic-band AE ,. at constant field strength. This requires knowing
ground state of a hydrogenic donor in a magnetic
slopes of transition energies as functions of magnetic
field. Assuming that v,(T) is (1) of short range, (2) weak,
field; we have used experimental values rather than
and (3) spin independent, we obtain for the central-cell energy calculated for the slopes wherever possible.
correction

where &; is simply {u,(T) lv,(F) lu,(¥)). We do not attempt here
to calculate k; for vari- ous possible donors, but we emphasize
that unlike |¢,(0) P, is independent of magnetic field.
In principle the difference between the central- cell corrections
for the donors j and ¢ in the field H can be measured
directly by simply measuring the hyperfine energy differences
AE ;;(H) in the hydrogenic transitions, These energy
differenc- es are given, from (1), by

where E ; is the energy of the transition associ- ated with donor
j. Note that in (2), AE ;(H) is

The essential task remaining is to compare our experimental findings with Eq. (3). To do this
we express AE 4. in units of ® and |¢,(0) ? in units
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Isospin mixing in the 2%, 1%, and 38" states of Be? has been calculated with correlated radial wave functions obtained
from reference-spectrum solutions of the Bethe-Gold- stone equation. The off-diagonal matrix elements
are approximately a factor of 2 larger than those calculated with oscillator wave functions and provide
a very reasonable inter- pretation of the experimental data.

Isobaric spin is generally regarded as a fairly good quantum number for
most light nuclei. A notable exception occurs in the 2" (16,63, 16.93
MeV), 1* (17.64, 18,15 MeV), and 3" (19.05, 19.22 MeV) levels
of Be® for which considerable isospin mixing is known to exist.'™®
Barker” has

computed the mixing for these states with oscil- lator wave
functions and has found that the Cou- lomb perturbation
accounted for less than half of the required magnitude
of the off-diagonal matrix elements. It is well known
that oscillator radial functions

